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Hi. 

This is Shreyam Nandi (Greek Delegate for the UNSC committee). 

Here is the position paper which will help other delegates, the chair and the 

vice chair to understand the position of Greece in the Agenda:  The Threat of 

Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs) Especially During War Situations.  

 

What is It? 

 An improvised explosive device (IED) attack is the use of a “homemade” bomb 

and/or destructive device to destroy, incapacitate, harass, or distract. IEDs are 



used by criminals, vandals, terrorists, suicide bombers, and insurgents. Because 

they are improvised, IEDs can come in many forms, ranging from a small pipe 

bomb to a sophisticated device capable of causing massive damage and loss of 

life. IEDs can be carried or delivered in a vehicle; carried, placed, or thrown by a 

person; delivered in a package; or concealed on the roadside. The term IED 

came into common usage during the Iraq War that began in 2003.  

Elements of an IED 

 IEDs consist of a variety of components that include an initiator, switch, main 

charge, power source, and a container. IEDs may be surrounded by or packed 

with additional materials or “enhancements” such as nails, glass, or metal 

fragments designed to increase the number of shrapnel propelled by the 

explosion. Enhancements may also include other elements such as hazardous 

materials. An IED can be initiated by a variety of methods depending on the 

intended target. Materials Used as Explosives in IEDs Many commonly available 

materials, such as fertilizer, gunpowder, and hydrogen peroxide, can be used as 

explosive materials in IEDs (see Table 1). Explosives must contain a fuel and an 

oxidizer, which provides the oxygen needed to sustain the reaction. A common 

example is ANFO, a mixture of ammonium nitrate, which acts as the oxidizer, 

and fuel oil (the fuel source). Concern about the use of explosives created from 

liquid components that can be transported in a stable form and mixed at the 

site of attack is the reason that in 2006 the U.S. Department of Homeland 

Security restricted the amount of liquids that passengers can carry on 

commercial aircraft. 

GREECE : 
 

Nihilist Faction 

The Nihilist Faction (Greek: Φράξια Μηδενιστών, romanized: Fraxia 

Midheniston) was a nihilist anarchist organization in Greece, which claimed 

responsibility for a 28 May 1996 bombing of IBM offices in Athens. The attack 

caused extensive structural damage but no injuries.[1] The group was 

responsible for other attacks, primarily arson and fire bombing. The group 

was founded c. 1996.[2] 

 

Revolutionary People's Struggle 



Revolutionary People's Struggle (Greek: Επαναστατικός Λαϊκός Αγώνας 

(ΕΛΑ), romanized: Epanastatikos Laikos Agonas (ELA)) was a far-left urban 

guerilla organization that operated between 1975 and 1995 before its 

members announcing its disbandment. It was the largest terrorist 

organization by number of group members in Greece.[3] 

 

Revolutionary Organization 17 November 

N17 was a Greek far-left Marxist–Leninist urban guerrilla organization formed 

in 1975. The Greek government arrested many members of the 17 November 

organization in the summer of 2002. In 2003 15 members were found guilty 

of multiple murders and convicted for more than 2,500 crimes.[4] 

 

Revolutionary Struggle 

The Revolutionary Struggle is a far-left Greek paramilitary group known for its 

attacks on Greek government buildings. It is widely described as a terrorist 

organization by both the Greek government and the media.[5][6][7] 

 

Revolutionary Nuclei 

Revolutionary Nuclei (RN) was, anti-U.S., anti-NATO, and anti-European Union 

urban guerrilla organization that conducted 13 bomb attacks in Athens 

between 1996 and 2000. The first attack for which RN took credit was a bomb 

attack on Greek Coast Guard installations in Piraeus on 11 May 1997, but it 

later acknowledged that two earlier attacks were carried out by RN members. 

Per its four proclamations, RN fought against the "imperialist domination, 

exploitation, and oppression" of Greece.[8] 

 

On 27 April 1999 an RN bomb targeting a conference at the InterContinental 

Hotel in Athens killed one person (Despite telephoned warnings, the building 

was not evacuated). In December 1999 RN set off explosives near Texaco's 

offices in Athens. 

Revolutionary Self-Défense 



The Revolutionary Self-Defense group claims to fight to "construct a mass 

internationalist revolutionary movement, by strengthening militant 

resistance on the entire spectrum of class antagonism".[9] On November 10, 

2016 a police officer, who had been on guard outside the embassy, was 

wounded when unknown assailants threw a hand grenade on the French 

embassy building, days later the group claimed responsibility for the 

attack.[10] Militants shot against members of the riot police when they are 

parked in the downtown in Athens, Greece. The incidents left no one injured. 

The group is suspected of a 2016 grenade attack the Russian embassy in 

Athens. 

 

Black Star 

Black Star (also known as Mavro Asteri; Greek: Μαύρο Αστέρι) is a Greek 

anarchist urban guerrilla group involved in violent direct action. 

 

During the period between May 1999 and October 2002, Black Star was one 

of the most active anarchist groups in Greece. They describe themselves as 

anti-imperialist, anti-establishment, and anti-capitalist. The group has 

declared itself to be dedicated to "resistance against the mass organizations 

of US imperialism and to their local collaborators." They believe that "the 

only terrorists are the US imperialist forces, their European allies, and their 

local capitalist associates." 



 

 

THANK YOU, 

HOpe YOU UNdersTOOd THe prOs ANd cONs Of greece iN THis 

AgeNdA. 

 

 


